Speech command based application enabling Internet navigation

Abstract

The paper presents an attempt to create an application enabling the user to surf much easier the resources of the Internet with the help of voice commands, as well as to classify and arrange the browsed information. The application has two basic modules which enable browsing the information on the Internet. The first navigation module processes the websites, isolates navigation elements, such as links to other websites, from them and gives an identification name to the elements, which enables the user to pronounce voice commands. The website is presented to the user in a practically original form. The second module also processes websites, isolating navigation elements from them. The only difference in operation of the both modules is the mode of processing the website and its final presentation. The second module isolates from the elements vocabulary, which makes it possible to classify the information included in the website, this way acquiring and displaying, an ordered set of navigation elements. The application was implemented in Java language with the use of Oracle software. For the system of recognition and understanding of speech the Sphinx 4 tool was used [1].
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Aplikacja umożliwiająca nawiązanie w Internecie za pomocą poleceń mowy
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1. Introduction

The paper presents an application by means of which the user can browse through the Internet using voice commands. The application presented enables controlling a browser by voice commands, as well as with the use of a keyboard or mouse. Design of applications that support voice commands is becoming more and more important. It is caused by the appearance of better and better systems of recognizing human speech.

Two techniques are used for looking through the Internet resources. First of them is so-called browsing – following Internet links. The second way is so-called querying – usage of Internet browsers [3]. The created navigation module uses the first way of browsing through the resources, following the navigation elements, made available by various Internet resources.

The contemporary Internet portals are complex. Often, the information presented is not ordered. Taking these facts into consideration, the application was equipped with a module classifying navigation elements. The classification aims at accelerating the process of obtaining the desired information. The next sections of the paper contain detailed information on the application. Motivation for creating the application is presented in Section 2. Section 3 describes the architecture and functioning of the application. The results are given in Section 5, while Section 6 presents the concluding remarks.

2. Motivation

The main factor for creating the application was the amazingly rapid development of the Internet. The Internet is a unique information resource for individual users, companies and institutions. An Internet browser is an absolute minimum for looking through the Internet resources. There are numerous applications available that enable us to surf the Internet. Most of them are controlled by means of a keyboard and mouse. The environment of such applications is friendly only for a particular group of users.

More and more designers of open source applications use the mechanisms of recognizing speech [4, 5]. The operation of such applications includes mostly creating editors of documents.

The applications equipped with a module of recognizing human speech are called user-friendly applications. Of course it does not only concern the users, who to some extend have problems using the keyboard. Using the keyboard and listening to the commands from the microphone at the same time, since such a way of working is possible, may help to perform some tasks faster.

Each project of application must fulfill some requirements. As far as this application is concerned, the quality of recognizing and understanding human speech, as well as the constraints connected with recognition, are of high importance.

There can be distinguished the support of the significant majority of the English language phonemes. It should be noted that in some cases of particular actions connected with voice commands of the user, the training of reception and the ability to cooperate with packets of programs and the operational system are essential. So, the next motivating factor was the attempt to meet the requirements made for this type of applications.

3. Application – architecture and functioning

The functioning of the application, i.e. the way in which the particular modules exchange information, is illustrated in Fig. 1. Commands pronounced by the user to the microphone are transferred to the speech recognition module, Sphinx-4. It recognizes the commands supported by the application and sends them to the navigation module which fulfills the task and sends the results to the user. The speech recognition module is ready to listen to next commands of the user.

The application architecture is presented in Fig. 2. In the design of architecture, the pattern of command was very helpful. The feature of this pattern is sending commands to the objects of
The main object of part one is MyBrowserBehaviour. This object defines particular objects of commands and receivers of commands. It uses the CallObject to call the corresponding objects of commands in order to fulfill the task required by the user. The commands of the user that the application can fulfill with the help of its receivers, according to the above architecture are:

- **Go to page** ([`goto page`]) – moving to the mode of browsing through the Internet resources.
- **My links** ([`my links`]) – the command causes the user’s favourite links to appear in the navigator.
- **One – Five hundred** – numerals by means of which the websites corresponding to navigation elements in the browser can be opened.
- **Set numbers** ([`set numbers`]) – displaying the navigation elements singled out on the website in the navigator.
- **Make classification** ([`make classification`]) – displaying in the browser the singled out and then arranged navigation elements.
- **Back** ([`back`]) – displaying the last watched site in the browser. The command corresponds to the command back of any Internet browser.
- **Forward** ([`forward`]) – displaying the next site in the browser.

Due to the availability of this application for most users and lack of unique names identifying navigation elements, it was assumed that particular navigation elements placed on the currently displayed site would be defined by means of numerals. Each site has a navigation map consisting of numerals and addresses corresponding to them.

A Call Object, after recognizing a particular command by the module of speech recognition, displays a particular object of a command to fulfill the command defined by the user. The object of the command fulfills the command by calling the proper methods of the receiver. According to the application architecture the following objects of command correspond to voice commands:

- **CommandMyLinks** – command `my links`. The command calls the methods of the object WebHyperLinks to read navigation elements. Next, with the use of the method of object, the Navigator displays the elements read in the navigator.
- **CommandSetNumbers** – command `set numbers`. The command calls proper methods of the object Module1, Browser, Navigator to read the contents of the Internet browser, identify navigation elements, build a navigation map and display the numbers and addresses in the navigator.
- **CommandMakeClassification** – command `make classification`. The command singles out navigation elements from the website by means of the methods of the objects Browser and Module2, classifies the elements and displays the ordered navigation elements in the Internet browser.
- **CommandDisplayUrlInBrowser** – command for numerals. The command uses the object Browser to follow Internet addresses corresponding to numerals, displaying websites that are placed at the particular address in the browser.
- **CommandBackUrl** – command `back`. The command uses the object Browser to display the previous site displayed by the user.
- **CommandForwardUrl** – command `forward`. The command by means of the object Browser displays the next site. Commands performed by the receivers of commands. The defined receivers according to the application architecture are:
  - **Browser** – the most important object – Internet browser. Methods made available by the Internet browser serve for displaying and browsing through the resources of the Internet.
  - **Navigator** – graphic navigation panel – it has a graphic panel similar to the browser, serving first of all to display navigation elements and numerals corresponding to them, achieved by the command `set numbers`. It consists of two tabs. The first tab displays the favourite links of the user, while the second – navigation elements of the site.
- **Module** ([`1`, `2`]) – navigation modules. The first module reads the contents of the website, it singles out navigation elements and builds a map of internet addresses, which enables the user to browse through the resources of the Internet by pronouncing particular numerals. The second module also reads the content of the website and singles out navigation elements. Unlike the first
one, it singles out key words from navigation elements and then it classifies the elements into their corresponding key words. This way, the second results in a sequence of navigation elements.

- **WebHyperLinks** – an object responsible for reading and saving to a file the navigation elements defined as often used by the user.
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Fig. 3. A fragment of Navigator
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The application enables the user to browse through websites in two ways: displaying the website in its original form or displaying it with ordered navigation elements. The browser provides approximate options, present in every Internet browser.

4. Implementation

The application was implemented in the programmers’ language Java with the use of Oracle JDeveloper software. Sphinx4 software was used [1] with the module of speech recognition.

*Front-end* of the application is presented in Figure 4. It consists of an Internet browser and navigator. The browser displays the website in its original form. If the user chooses the mode of classification of navigation elements, then instead of the original website, the ordered navigation elements will be displayed. The navigator will display the navigation elements of the original website.

![A Browser with Navigator](http://example.com)

Fig. 4. A Browser with Navigator
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The application was implemented in such a way that it allows at the same time navigation by means of voice commands as well as a keyboard and mouse. To display the content of a given Internet address in the browser, the user should read the number placed in the navigator’s toolbar. After displaying the website, in order to browse through its contents, the user should use the command SET NUMBERS.

The displayed ordered set of navigation elements is obtained by pronouncing the command MAKE CLASSIFICATION. The navigator consists of two tabs: tab1 and tab2. In order to move to the first tab, the user should pronounce the command MY LINKS.

The user may use a casual browser available for his operational system. The advantage of the system Sphinx-4 is the ability to work on many system platforms.

5. Results

The application performs the basic task of Internet navigation, i.e. it enables the user to browse through the Internet resources by means of both voice commands and a keyboard and mouse. The application may be equipped with more commands because it has at its disposal a very good module of recognizing speech. Sphinx-4 is able to recognize speech without any previous training conducted by the user.

The application cooperates with the operational system. Websites may be viewed in the system browser of the user. The cooperation with the operational system, with the use of the browser supplied together with the operational system was tested on the basis of the platform of Windows XP Professional.

The classification module is recommended when the site is so huge that finding a particular information takes a long time. Arranging elements on the website increases the possibility of finding particular information when the user is performing a different task at the same time.

6. Concluding remarks

The paper presents a model of application, which makes it possible to navigate through the Internet with the use of voice commands. An Internet browser is not only controlled by voice commands, but also by a keyboard and mouse.

Applications controlled by means of voice commands are more available and friendly to the majority of users.

The earlier attempts of voice navigation resulted in receiving a wide range of users’ experiences during the work with such a system. The increase in the utility and better understanding of the demands of the users is necessary for formulating assumptions, working out alternative designs and, in general, for a more profound understanding of the problem and its possible solutions. The advantages of such an approach are: faster completing the work on the system and involving the user into the construction of the system.
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